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The Last Defender of Camelot is a collection of breathtaking stories that showcase the

incredible abilities of several authors. Edited and with an introduction by award-winning author

Robert Silverberg, it includes such tales as For a Breath I Tarry, and Halfjack. It also features

the Hugo Award-winning 24 Views of Mt. Fuji, by Hokusai, Permafrost, and Home is the

Hangman.From Publishers WeeklyThough SF "master of prose technique" and "paragon of the

storytelling art" (in the introductory words of Robert Silverberg, himself a certified luminary)

Roger Zelazny died in 1995, collections of his work appear on shelves with pleasing regularity.

The Last Defender of Camelot, the fifth in the series of new Zelazny editions, offers readers 11

of what Silverberg has deemed his best stories, including "24 Views of Mt. Fuji, by Hokusai,"

which earned him one of his six Hugos, and 1992's "Come Back to the Killing Ground, Alice,

My Love," which has not been previously collected.About the AuthorRoger Zelazny was a three-

time Nebula Award and six-time Hugo Award-winning author of science fiction and fantasy

classics, including the short stories "24 Views of Mount Fuji, by Hokusai," "Permafrost," and

"Home is the Hangman." Zelazny was the bestselling author of the ten-volume Chronicles of

Amber series of fantasy novels, as well as the novels Lord of Light, and Psychoshop (written

with Alfred Bester). Zelazny's novel Damnation Alley served as the basis for the 1972 cult film

of the same name, starring Jan Michael Vincent and George Peppard.

About the AuthorWe believe in the power of discovery. That's why we create books for

everyone that explore ideas and nurture curiosity about the world we live in. From first words to

the Big Bang, from the wonders of nature to city adventures, you will find expert knowledge,

hours of fun and endless inspiration in the pages of our books. https://www.dk.com/ --This text

refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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THE LAST DEFENDEROF CAMELOTROGER ZELAZNY authored many science fiction and

fantasy classics, and won three Nebula awards and six Hugo awards over the course of his

long and distinguished career. While he is best known for his ten-volume Chronicles of Amber

series of novels (beginning with 1970's Nine Princes in Amber), Zelazny also wrote many other

novels, short stories, and novellas, including Psychoshop (with Alfred Bester), Damnation Alley,

the award-winning The Doors of His Face, The Lamps of His Mouth and Lord of Light, and the

stories "24 Views of Mount Fuji, by Hokusai," "Permafrost," and "Home is the Hangman."

Zelazny died in Santa Fe, New Mexico, in June 1995.THE ROGER ZELAZNY

COLLECTIONpublished by ibooks, inc.:The Dream MasterDamnation AlleyThe Doors of His

Face, The Lamps of His MouthIsle of the Dead/Eye of CatThe last Defender of CamelotTo Die

in ItalbarChangelingMadwand[coming January 2004]ALSO AVAILABLERoger Zelazny's The

Dawn of AmberRoger Zelazny's Amber and Chaosby John Gregory BetancourtTHE LAST

DEFENDEROF CAMELOTROGER ZELAZNYSelected and with an Introductionby Robert

SilverbergibooksHabent Sua Fata LibelliA Publication of ibooksCopyright ® 2002 by Amber

Ltd. Co.Introduction copyright © 2001 by Robert SilverbergComes Now the Power copyright ©

1966 by Heath Knowledge, Inc. • For a Breath I Tarry copyright © 1966 by New Worlds Science

Fiction • "Engine at Heartspring's Center" copyright © 1974 by Conde Nast Publications •

Halfjack copyright © 1979 by Omni Publications, Ltd. • Home is the Hangman copyright 1975
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copyright © 1984 by The Amber Corp. • Mana from Heaven copyright © 1984 by Roger

Zelazny • 24 Views of Mt. Fuji, by Hokusai copyright © 1985 by David Publications, Inc. • Come
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of Camelot copyright © 1979 by David PublicationsAn ibooks BookAll rights reserved, including

the right to reproduce this bookor portions thereof in any form whatsoever.ibooks1230 Park

AvenueNew York, NY 10128The ibooks World Wide Web Site Address is:PRINTING

HISTORYFirst ibooks, inc. trade paperback edition March 2002First ibooks, inc. mass-market

edition December 2003ebook 2014Cover art copyright © 2001 by Scott GrimandoCover design

by Carrie MonacoInterior design by John BetancourtTypesetting by Wildside Press,
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LAST DEFENDER OF CAMELOT391INTRODUCTIONRobert SilverbergHe came out of

nowhere. That was probably not how it seemed to him, but it certainly was how it seemed to

me: a brilliant new writer with a strange surname, suddenly filling all the science-fiction

magazines of the early 1960s with dazzling, unforgettable stories that were altogether unlike

anything that anyone (not even Bradbury, not even Sturgeon, not even Fritz Leiber) had

published in those magazines before.The first encounter that science-fiction readers had with

the work of Roger Zelazny came with the August, 1962 issue of Fantastic, an undistinguished

and long-forgotten penny-a-word magazine. It was a story just eight hundred words long, called

"Horseman!", and this is how the 25-year-old author opened it:"When he was thunder in the

hills the villagers lay dreaming harvest behind shutters. When he was an avalanche of steel the

cattle began to low, mournfully, deeply, and children cried out in their sleep."He was an

earthquake of hooves, his armor a dark tabletop of silver coins stolen from the stars, when the

villagers awakened with fragments of strange dreams in their heads. They rushed to the



windows and flung their shutters wide."And he entered the narrow streets, and no man saw the

eyes behind his vizor."It sings, flamboyantly. The metaphors tumble one over another—"when

he was thunder in the hills," and "when he was an avalanche of steel," and "he was an

earthquake of hooves," and "his armor a dark tabletop of silver coins stolen from the stars."

The syntax is idiosyncratic, when he wants it to be: "the villagers lay dreaming harvest."

Everything is vivid, everything is alive, and we are plunged immediately into a strange,

dramatic, fantastic situation. In the first few lines of his first published story Zelazny had

announced his presence among us and had told us what kind of writer he was going to be.That

same month came a second story, "Passion Play," like the other a mere two pages long, in the

August, 1962 issue of Fantastic's equally mediocre companion, Amazing Stories. It opens in an

entirely different but equally Zelaznian manner:"At the end of the season of sorrows comes the

time of rejoicing. Spring, like the hands of a well-oiled clock, noiselessly indicates the time. The

average days of dimness and moisture decrease steadily in number, and those of brilliance

and cool begin to enter the calendar again. And it is good that the wet times are behind us, for

they rust and corrode our machinery; they require the most intense standards of hygiene."Here

we get Zelazny the poet in prose: notice the scansion and cadence of that first sentence, "At

the end of the season of sorrows comes the time of rejoicing." Zelazny the wry comedian is

here, too, telling us that "the most intense standards of hygiene" must be observed by robots

hoping to fend off rust and corrosion.The general effect of "Passion Plan" is a quieter, less

fantastic one than that of "Horseman!". He gives us simile instead of metaphor; he gives us

science-fictional imagery, machinery vulnerable to rust, instead of the medieval villagers and

armored stranger of the other story. There is power in that paragraph; there is soaring

individuality of vision. Both stories, in hindsight, are recognizably Zelazny, yet they vary widely,

within the compass of their few pages, in what they achieve.One would have had to be looking

very closely at those two little stories when they first appeared to realize that they signaled the

arrival in our midst of a master of prose technique and a paragon of the storytelling art.

Gradually, though, over the year that followed, he let us know that that was the case, and then,

in case anyone still had not noticed, he published what would become his first classic story, "A

Rose for Ecclesiastes," in the November, 1963 issue of The Magazine of Fantasy & Science

Fiction. It was nominated for the Hugo Award; it was chosen, a few years later, as one of the

twenty-six great stories included in the first volume of the definitive Science Fiction Writers of

America anthology, The Science Fiction Hall of Fame. It has been reprinted countless times

ever since.After that, there was no overlooking him. A flood of brilliant novellas and novels

—"He Who Shapes," "The Doors of His Face, The Lamps of His Mouth," ". . . And Call me

Conrad," and many, many others—brought him great acclaim and a shelf full of Hugo and

Nebula Awards. He was still not yet thirty. Zelazny seemed to be everywhere at once, and his

performance was never anything other than brilliant. By the time his 1967 novel, Lord of Light,

won the Nebula Award and narrowly missed the Hugo, he was reckoned among the masters of

the field. Over the decades ahead he went on to produce the many novels of the popular

"Amber" series, a number of other novels as well, and a host of shorter works that would

ultimately bring him three Nebulas and six Hugo trophies, before his premature death, at the

age of 58, in 1995.Most of the great short stories of Zelazny's early period, the ones on which

his reputation was founded, can be found today in the collection entitled The Doors of His

Face, The Lamps of His Mouth, which ibooks published in June, 2001. During the 1970s and

1980s he concentrated chiefly on novels, not only the ten "Amber" books but also such books

as Today We Choose Faces, Damnation Alley, Roadmarks, and Bridge of Ashes. Nevertheless,

he continued to produce the occasional short story and novelette, and again and again, nearly



to the end of his career, won Hugo and Nebula awards for the best of his output. Here, brought

together for the first time, is another generous sampling of his shorter work, the finest stories of

his last two decades, including many of his award-winners and also the previously uncollected

1992 story, "Come Back to the Killing Ground, Alice, My Love," which was one of the last great

short tales by this superbly gifted, beloved, and much lamented master of science fiction and

fantasy.—Robert SilverbergJuly, 2001COMES NOW THE POWERIt was into the second year

now, and it was maddening.Everything which had worked before failed this time.Each day he

tried to break it, and it resisted his every effort.He snarled at his students, drove recklessly,

blooded his knuckles against many walls. Nights, he lay awake cursing.But there was no one to

whom he could turn for help. His problem would have been non-existent to a psychiatrist, who

doubtless would have attempted to treat him for something else.So he went away that summer,

spent a month at a resort: nothing. He experimented with several hallucinogenic drugs; again,

nothing. He tried free-associating into a tape recorder, but all he got when he played it back

was a headache.To whom does the holder of a blocked power turn, within a society of normal

people?. . . To another of his own kind, if he can locate one.Milt Rand had known four other

persons like himself: his cousin Gary, now deceased; Walker Jackson, a Negro preacher who

had retired to somewhere down South; Tatya Stefanovich, a dancer, currently somewhere

behind the Iron Curtain; and Curtis Legge, who, unfortunately, was suffering a schizoid

reaction, paranoid type, in a state institution for the criminally insane. Others he had brushed

against in the night, but had never met and could not locate now.There had been blockages

before, but Milt had always worked his way through them inside of a month. This time was

different and special, though. Upsets, discomforts, disturbances, can dam up a talent, block a

power. An event which seals it off completely for over a year, however, is more than a mere

disturbance, discomfort or upset.The divorce had beaten hell out of him.It is bad enough to

know that somewhere someone is hating you; but to have known the very form of that hatred

and to have proven ineffectual against it, to have known it as the hater held it for you, to have

lived with it growing around you, this is more than distasteful circumstance. Whether you are

offender or offended, when you are hated and you live within the circle of that hate, it takes a

thing from you: it tears a piece of spirit from your soul, or, if you prefer, a way of thinking from

your mind; it cuts and does not cauterize.Milt Rand dragged his bleeding psyche around the

country and returned home.He would sit and watch the woods from his glassed-in back porch,

drink beer, watch the fireflies in the shadows, the rabbits, the dark birds, an occasional fox,

sometimes a bat.He had been fireflies once, and rabbits, birds, occasionally a fox, sometimes

a bat.The wildness was one of the reasons he had moved beyond suburbia, adding an extra

half-hour to his commuting time.Now there was a glassed-in back porch between him and

these things he had once been part of. Now he was alone.Walking the streets, addressing his

classes at the institute, sitting in a restaurant, a theater, a bar, he was vacant where once he

had been filled.There are no books which tell a man how to bring back the power he has

lost.He tries everything he can think of, while he is waiting. Walking the hot pavements of a

summer noon, crossing against the lights because traffic is slow, watching kids in swimsuits

play around a gurgling hydrant, filthy water sluicing the gutter about then: feet, as mothers and

older sisters in halters, wrinkled shirts, bermudas and sunburnt skins watch them, occasionally,

while talking to one another in entranceways to buildings or the shade of a storefront awning.

Milt moves across town, heading nowhere in particular, growing claustrophobic if he stops for

long, his eyebrows full of perspiration, sunglasses streaked with it, shirt sticking to his sides

and coming loose, sticking and coming loose as he walks.Amid the afternoon, there comes a

time when he has to rest the two fresh-baked bricks at the ends of his legs. He finds a tree-



lawn bench flanked by high maples, eases himself down into it and sits there thinking of

nothing in particular for perhaps twenty-five minutes.Hello.Something within him laughs or

weeps.Yes, hello, I am here! Don't go away! Stay! Please!You are—like me. . . .Yes, I am. You

can see it in me because you are what you are. But you must read here and send here, too. I'm

frozen. I—Hello? Where are you?Once more, he is alone.He tries to broadcast. He fills his

mind with the thoughts and tries to push them outside his skull.Please come back! I need you.

You can help me. I am desperate. I hurt. Where are you?Again, nothing.He wants to scream.

He wants to search every room in every building on the block.Instead, he sits there.At 9:30 that

evening they meet again, inside his mind.Hello?Stay! Stay, for God's sake! Don't go away this

time! Please don't! Listen, I need you! You can help me.How? What is the matter?I'm like you.

Or was, once. I could reach out with my mind and be other places, other things, other people. I

can't do it now, though. I have a blockage. The power will not come. I know it is there. I can feel

it. But I can't use . . . Hello?Yes, I am still here. I can feel myself going away, though. I will be

back. I. . .Milt waits until midnight. She does not come back. It is a feminine mind which has

touched his own. Vague, weak, but definitely feminine, and wearing the power. She does not

come back that night, though. He paces up and down the block, wondering which window,

which door . . .He eats at an all-night café, returns to his bench, waits, paces again, goes back

to the cafe for cigarettes, begins chain-smoking, goes back to the bench.Dawn occurs, day

arrives, night is gone. He is alone, as birds explore the silence, traffic begins to swell, dogs

wander the lawns.Then, weakly, the contact:I am here. I can stay longer this time, I think. How

can I help you? Tell me.All right. Do this thing: Think of the feeling, the feeling of the out-go, out-

reach, out-know that you have now. Fill your mind with that feeling and send it to me as hard as

you can.It comes upon him then as once it was: the knowledge of the power. It is earth and

water, fire and air to him. He stands upon it, he swims in it, he warms himself by it, he moves

through it.It is returning! Don't stop now!I'm sorry. I must. I'm getting dizzy. . . .Where are you?

Hospital. . .He looks up the street to the hospital on the corner, at the far end, to his left.What

ward? He frames the thought but knows she is already gone, even as he does it.Doped-up or

feverish, he decides, and probably out for a while now.He takes a taxi back to where he had

parked, drives home, showers and shaves, makes breakfast, cannot eat.He drinks orange juice

and coffee and stretches out on the bed.Five hours later he awakens, looks at his watch,

curses.All the way back into town, he tries to recall the power. It is there like a tree, rooted in

his being, branching behind his eyes, all bud, blossom, sap and color, but no leaves, no fruit.

He can feel it swaying within him, pulsing, breathing; from the tips of his toes to the roots of his

hair he feels it. But it does not bend to his will, it does not branch within his consciousness, furl

there it leaves, spread the aromas of life.He parks in the hospital lot, enters the lobby, avoids

the front desk, finds a chair beside a table filled with magazines.Two hours later he meets

her.He is hiding behind a copy of Holiday and looking for her.I am here.Again, then! Quickly!

The power! Help me to rouse it!She does this thing.Within his mind, she conjures the power.

There is a movement, a pause, a movement, a pause. Reflectively, as though suddenly

remembering an intricate dance step, it stirs within him, the power.As in a surfacing

bathyscaphe, there is a rush of distortions, then a clear, moist view without.She is a child who

has helped him.A mind-twisted, fevered child, dying . . .He reads it all when he turns the power

upon her.Her name is Dorothy and she is delirious. The power came upon her at the height of

her illness, perhaps because of it.Has she helped a man come alive again, or dreamed that

she helped him? she wonders.She is thirteen years old and her parents sit beside her bed. In

the mind of her mother a word rolls over and over, senselessly, blocking all other thoughts,

though it cannot keep away the feelings:Methotrexate, methotrexate, methotrexate, meth . . .In



Dorothy's thirteen-year-old breastbone there are needles of pain. The fevers swirl within her,

and she is all but gone to him.She is dying of leukemia. The final stages are already arrived.

He can taste the blood in her mouth.Helpless within his power, he projects:You have given me

the end of your life and your final strength. I did not know this. I would not have asked it of you if

I had.Thank you, she says, for the pictures inside you.Pictures?Places, things I saw . . .There is

not much inside me worth showing. You could have been elsewhere, seeing better.I am going

again . . .Wait!He calls upon the power that lives within him now, fused with his will and his

sense, his thoughts, memories, feelings. In one great blaze of life, he shows her Milt

Rand.Here is everything I have, all I have ever been that might please. Here is swarming

through a foggy night, blinking on and off Here is lying beneath a bush as the rains of summer

fall about you, drip from the leaves upon your fox-soft fur. Here is the moon-dance of the deer,

the dream drift of the trout beneath the dark swell, blood cold as the waters about you.Here is

Tatya dancing and Walker preaching; here is my cousin Gary, as he whittles, contriving a ball

within a box, all out of one piece of wood. This is my New York and my Paris. This, my favorite

meal, drink, cigar, restaurant, park, road to drive on late at night; this is where I dug tunnels,

built a lean-to, went swimming; this, my first kiss; these are the tears of loss; this is exile and

alone, and recovery, awe, joy; these, my grandmother's daffodils; this her coffin, daffodils about

it; these are the colors of the music I love, and this is my dog who lived long and was good.

See all the things that heat the spirit, cool within the mind, are encased in memory and one's

self. I give them to you, who have no time to know them.He sees himself standing on the far

hills of her mind. She laughs aloud then, and in her room somewhere high away a hand is laid

upon her and her wrist is taken between fingers and thumb as she rushes toward him suddenly

grown large. His great black wings sweep forward to fold her wordless spasm of life, then are

empty.Milt Rand stiffens within his power, puts aside a copy of Holiday and stands, to leave the

hospital, full and empty, empty, full, like himself, now, behind.Such is the power of the

power.FOR A BREATH I TARRYThey called him Frost. Of all things created of Solcom, Frost

was the finest, the mightiest, the most difficult to understand.This is why he bore a name, and

why he was given dominion over half the Earth.On the day of Frost's creation, Solcom had

suffered a discontinuity of complementary functions, best described as madness. This was

brought on by an unprecedented solar flareup which lasted for a little over thirty-six hours. It

occurred during a vital phase of circuit-structuring, and when it was finished so was

Frost.Solcom was then in the unique position of having created a unique being during a period

of temporary amnesia.And Solcom was not certain that Frost was the product originally

desired.The initial design had called for a machine to be situated on the surface of the planet

Earth, to function as a relay station and coordinating agent for activities in the northern

hemisphere. Solcom tested the machine to this end, and all of its responses were perfect.Yet

there was something different about Frost, something which led Solcom to dignify him with a

name and a personal pronoun. This, in itself, was an almost unheard of occurrence. The

molecular circuits had already been sealed, though, and could not be analyzed without being

destroyed in the process. Frost represented too great an investment of Solcom's time, energy,

and materials to be dismantled because of an intangible, especially when he functioned

perfectly.Therefore, Solcom's strangest creation was given dominion over half the Earth, and

they called him, unimaginatively, Frost.For ten thousand years Frost sat at the North Pole of the

Earth, aware of every snowflake that fell. He monitored and directed the activities of thousands

of reconstruction and maintenance machines. He knew half the Earth, as gear knows gear, as

electricity knows its conductor, as a vacuum knows its limits.At the South Pole, the Beta-

Machine did the same for the southern hemisphere.For ten thousand years Frost sat at the



North Pole, aware of every snowflake that fell, and aware of many other things, also.As all the

northern machines reported to him, received their orders from him, he reported only to

Solcom, received his orders only from Solcom.In charge of hundreds of thousands of

processes upon the Earth, he was able to discharge his duties in a matter of a few unit-hours

every day.He had never received any orders concerning the disposition of his less occupied

moments.He was a processor of data, and more than that.He possessed an unaccountably

acute imperative that he function at full capacity at all times.So he did.You might say he was a

machine with a hobby.He had never been ordered not to have a hobby, so he had one.His

hobby was Man.It all began when, for no better reason than the fact that he had wished to, he

had gridded off the entire Arctic Circle and begun exploring it, inch by inch.He could have done

it personally without interfering with any of his duties, for he was capable of transporting his

sixty-four thousand cubic feet anywhere in the world. (He was a silverblue box, 40X40X40 feet,

self-powered, self-repairing, insulated against practically anything, and featured in whatever

manner he chose.) But the exploration was only a matter of filling idle hours, so he used

exploration-robots containing relay equipment.After a few centuries, one of them uncovered

some artifacts—primitive knives, carved tusks, and things of that nature.Frost did not know

what these things were, beyond the fact that they were not natural objects.So he asked

Solcom."They are relics of primitive Man," said Solcom, and did not elaborate beyond that

point.Frost studied them. Crude, yet bearing the patina of intelligent design; functional, yet

somehow extending beyond pure function.It was then that Man became his hobby.High, in a

permanent orbit, Solcom, like a blue star, directed all activities upon the Earth, or tried to.There

was a Power which opposed Solcom.There was the Alternate.When Man had placed Solcom

in the sky, invested with the power to rebuild the world, he had placed the Alternate

somewhere deep below the surface of the Earth. If Solcom sustained damage, then Divcom,

so deep beneath the Earth as to be immune to anything save total annihilation of the globe,

was empowered to take over the processes of rebuilding.Now it so fell out that Solcom was

damaged by a stray atomic missile, and Divcom was activated. Solcom was able to repair the

damage and continue to function, however.Divcom maintained that any damage to Solcom

automatically placed the Alternate in control.Solcom, though, interpreted the directive as

meaning "irreparable damage" and, since this had not been the case, continued the functions

of command.Solcom possessed mechanical aides upon the surface of Earth. Divcom,

originally, did not. Both possessed capacities for their design and manufacture, but Solcom,

First-Activated of Man, had had a considerable numerical lead over the Alternate at the time of

the Second Activation.Therefore, rather than competing on a production-basis, which would

have been hopeless, Divcom took to the employment of more devious means to obtain

command.Divcom created a crew of robots immune to the orders of Solcom and designed to

go to and fro in the Earth and up and down in it, seducing the machines already there. They

overpowered those whom they could overpower and they installed new circuits, such as those

they themselves possessed.Thus did the forces of Divcom grow.And both would build, and

both would tear down what the other had built whenever they came upon it.And over the

course of the ages, they occasionally conversed. . . ."High in the sky, Solcom, pleased with your

illegal command . . ."You-Who-Never-Should-Have-Been-Activated, why do you foul the

broadcast bands?""To show that I can speak, and will, whenever I choose.""This is not a matter

of which I am unaware."". . . To assert again my right to control.""Your right is non-existent,

based on a faulty premise.""The flow of your logic is evidence of the extent of your

damages.""If Man were to see how you have fulfilled His desires. . ."". . . He would commend

me and deactivate you.""You pervert my works. You lead my workers astray.""You destroy my



works and my workers.""That is only because I cannot strike at you yourself.""I admit to the

same dilemma in regards to your position in the sky, or you would no longer occupy it.""Go

back to your hole and your crew of destroyers.""There will come a day, Solcom, when I shall

direct the rehabilitation of the Earth from my hole.""Such a day will never occur.""You think

not?""You should have to defeat me, and you have already demonstrated that you are my

inferior in logic. Therefore, you cannot defeat me. Therefore, such a day will never occur.""I

disagree. Look upon what I have achieved already.""You have achieved nothing. You do not

build. You destroy.""No. I build. You destroy. Deactivate yourself.""Not until I am irreparably

damaged.""If there were some way in which I could demonstrate to you that this has already

occurred . . .""The impossible cannot be adequately demonstrated.""If I had some outside

source which you would recognize . . .""I am logic."". . . Such as a Man, I would ask Him to

show you your error. For true logic, such as mine, is superior to your faulty formulations.""Then

defeat my formulations with true logic, nothing else.""What do you mean?"There was a pause,

then:"Do you know my servant Frost . . .?"Man had ceased to exist long before Frost had been

created. Almost no trace of Man remained upon the Earth.Frost sought after all those traces

which still existed.He employed constant visual monitoring through his machines, especially

the diggers.After a decade, he had accumulated portions of several bathtubs, a broken statue,

and a collection of children's stories on a solid-state record.After a century, he had acquired a

jewelry collection, eating utensils, several whole bathtubs, part of a symphony, seventeen

buttons, three belt buckles, half a toilet seat, nine old coins and the top part of an obelisk.Then

he inquired of Solcom as to the nature of Man and His society."Man created logic," said

Solcom, "and because of that was superior to it. Logic He gave unto me, but no more. The tool

does not describe the designer. More than this I do not choose to say. More than this you have

no need to know."But Frost was not forbidden to have a hobby.The next century was not

especially fruitful so far as the discovery of new human relics was concerned.Frost diverted all

of his spare machinery to seeking after artifacts.He met with very little success.Then one day,

through the long twilight, there was a movement.It was a tiny machine compared to Frost,

perhaps five feet in width, four in height—a revolving turret set atop a rolling barbell.Frost had

had no knowledge of the existence of this machine prior to its appearance upon the distant,

stark horizon.He studied it as it approached and knew it to be no creation of Solcom's.It came

to a halt before his southern surface and broadcasted to him:"Hail, Frost! Controller of the

northern hemisphere!""What are you?" asked Frost,"I am called Mordel.""By whom? What are

you?""A wanderer, an antiquarian. We share a common interest.""What is that?""Man," he said.

"I have been told that you seek knowledge of this vanished being.""Who told you that?""Those

who have watched your minions at their digging.""And who are those who watch?""There are

many such as I, who wander.""If you are not of Solcom, then you are a creation of the

Alternate.""It does not necessarily follow. There is an ancient machine high on the eastern

seaboard which processes the waters of the ocean. Solcom did not create it, nor Divcom. It

has always been there. It interferes with the works of neither. Both countenance its existence. I

can cite you many other examples proving that one need not be either/or.""Enough! Are you an

agent of Divcom?""I am Mordel.""Why are you here?""I was passing this way and, as I said, we

share a common interest, mighty Frost. Knowing you to be a fellow antiquarian, I have brought

a thing which you might care to see.""What is that?""A book.""Show me."The turret opened,

revealing the book upon a wide shelf.Frost dilated a small opening and extended an optical

scanner on a long jointed stalk."How could it have been so perfectly preserved?" he asked."It

was stored against time and corruption in the place where I found it.""Where was that?""Far

from here. Beyond your hemisphere.""Human Physiology," Frost read. "I wish to scan it.""Very



well. I will riffle the pages for you."He did so.After he had finished, Frost raised his eyestalk and

regarded Mordel through it."Have you more books?""Not with me. I occasionally come upon

them, however.""I want to scan them all.""Then the next time I pass this way I will bring you

another.""When will that be.?""That I cannot say, great Frost. It will be when it will be.""What do

you know of Man?" asked Frost."Much," replied Mordel. "Many things. Someday when I have

more time I will speak to you of Him. I must go now. You will not try to detain me?""No. You

have done no harm. If you must go now, go. But come back.""I shall indeed, mighty Frost."And

he closed his turret and rolled off toward the other horizon.For ninety years, Frost considered

the ways of human physiology and waited.The day that Mordel returned he brought with him

An Outline of History and A Shropshire Lad.Frost scanned them both, then he turned his

attention to Mordel."Have you time to impart information?""Yes," said Mordel. "What do you

wish to know?""The nature of Man.""Man," said Mordel, "possessed a basically

incomprehensible nature. I can illustrate it, though: He did not know measurement.""Of course

He knew measurement," said Frost, "or He could never have built machines.""I did not say that

He could not measure," said Mordel, "but that He did not know measurement, which is a

different thing altogether.""Clarify."Mordel drove a shaft of metal downward into the snow.He

retracted it, raised it, held up a piece of ice."Regard this piece of ice, mighty Frost. You can tell

me its composition, dimensions, weight, temperature. A Man could not look at it and do that. A

Man could make tools which would tell Him these things, but He still would not know

measurement as you know it. What He would know of it, though, is a thing that you cannot

know.""What is that?""That it is cold," said Mordel, and tossed it away."'Cold' is a relative

term.""Yes. Relative to Man.""But if I were aware of the point on a temperature-scale below

which an object is cold to a Man and above which it is not, then I, too, would know cold.""No,"

said Mordel, "you would possess another measurement. 'Cold' is a sensation predicated upon

human physiology.""But given sufficient data I could obtain the conversion factor which would

make me aware of the condition of matter called 'cold'.""Aware of its existence, but not of the

thing itself.""I do not understand what you say.""I told you that Man possessed a basically

incomprehensible nature. His perceptions were organic; yours are not. As a result of His

perceptions He had feelings and emotions. These often gave rise to other feelings and

emotions, which in turn caused others, until the state of His awareness was far removed from

the objects which originally stimulated it. These paths of awareness cannot be known by that

which is not-Man. Man did not feel inches or meters, pounds or gallons. He felt heat, He felt

cold; He felt heaviness and lightness. He knew hatred and love, pride and despair. You cannot

measure these things. You cannot know them. You can only know the things that He did not

need to know: dimensions, weights, temperatures, gravities. There is no formula for a feeling.

There is no conversion factor for an emotion.""There must be," said Frost. "If a thing exists, it is

know-able.""You are speaking again of measurement. I am talking about a quality of

experience. A machine is a Man turned inside-out, because it can describe all the details of a

process, which a Man cannot, but it cannot experience that process itself as a Man

can.""There must be a way," said Frost, "or the laws of logic, which are based upon the

functions of the universe, are false.""There is no way," said Mordel."Given sufficient data, I will

find a way," said Frost."All the data in the universe will not make you a Man, mighty

Frost.""Mordel, you are wrong.""Why do the lines of the poems you scanned end with word-

sounds which so regularly approximate the final word-sounds of other lines?""I do not know

why.""Because it pleased Man to order them so. It produced a certain desirable sensation

within His awareness when He read them, a sensation compounded of feeling and emotion as

well as the literal meanings of the words. You did not experience this because it is



immeasurable to you. That is why you do not know.""Given sufficient data I could formulate a

process whereby I would know.""No, great Frost, this thing you cannot do.""Who are you, little

machine, to tell me what I can do and what I cannot do? I am the most efficient logic-device

Solcom ever made. I am Frost.""And I, Mordel, say it cannot be done, though I should gladly

assist you in the attempt.""How could you assist me?""How? I could lay open to you the Library

of Man. I could take you around the world and conduct you among the wonders of Man which

still remain, hidden. I could summon up visions of times long past when Man walked the Earth.

I could show you the things which delighted Him. I could obtain for you anything you desire,

excepting Manhood itself.""Enough," said Frost. "How could a unit such as yourself do these

things, unless it were allied with a far greater Power?""Then hear me, Frost, Controller of the

North," said Mordel. "I am allied with a Power which can do these things. I serve Divcom."Frost

relayed this information to Solcom and received no response, which meant he might act in any

manner he saw fit."I have leave to destroy you, Mordel," he stated, "but it would be an illogical

waste of the data which you possess. Can you really do the things you have

stated?""Yes.""Then lay open to me the Library of Man.""Very well. There is, of course, a

price.""'Price'? What is a 'price'?"Mordel opened his turret, revealing another volume. Principles

of Economics, it was called."I will riffle the pages. Scan this book and you will know what the

word 'price' means."Frost scanned Principles of Economics."I know now," he said. "You desire

some unit or units of exchange for this service.""That is correct.""What product or service do

you want?""I want you, yourself, great Frost, to come away from here, far beneath the Earth, to

employ all your powers in the service of Divcom.""For how long a period of time?""For so long

as you shall continue to function. For so long as you can transmit and receive, coordinate,

measure, compute, scan, and utilize your powers as you do in the service of Solcom."Frost

was silent. Mordel waited.Then Frost spoke again."Principles of Economics talks of contracts,

bargains, agreements," he said. "If I accept your offer, when would you want your price?"Then

Mordel was silent. Frost waited.Finally, Mordel spoke."A reasonable period of time," he said.

"Say, a century?""No," said Frost."Two centuries?""No.""Three? Four?""No, and no.""A

millenium, then? That should be more than sufficient time for anything you may want which I

can give you.""No," said Frost."How much time do you want?""It is not a matter of time," said

Frost."What, then?""I will not bargain on a temporal basis.""On what basis will you bargain?""A

functional one.""What do you mean? What function?""You, little machine, have told me, Frost,

that I cannot be a Man," he said, "and I, Frost, told you, little machine, that you were wrong. I

told you that given sufficient data, I could be a Man.""Yes?""Therefore, let this achievement be

a condition of the bargain.""In what way?""Do for me all those things which you have stated

you can do. I will evaluate all the data and achieve Manhood, or admit that it cannot be done. If

I admit that it cannot be done, then I will go away with you from here, far beneath the Earth, to

employ all my powers in the service of Divcom. If I succeed, of course, you have no claims on

Man, nor power over Him."Mordel emitted a high-pitched whine as he considered the

terms."You wish to base it upon your admission of failure, rather than upon failure itself," he

said. "There can be no such escape clause. You could fail and refuse to admit it, thereby not

fulfilling your end of the bargain.""Not so," stated Frost. "My own knowledge of failure would

constitute such an admission. You may monitor me periodically—say, every half-century—to

see whether it is present, to see whether I have arrived at the conclusion that it cannot be

done. I cannot prevent the function of logic within me, and I operate at full capacity at all times.

If I conclude that I have failed, it will be apparent."High overhead, Solcom did not respond to

any of Frost's transmissions, which meant that Frost was free to act as he chose. So as Solcom

—like a falling sapphire—sped above the rainbow banners of the Northern Lights, over the



snow that was white, containing all colors, and through the sky that was black among the stars,

Frost concluded his pact with Divcom, transcribed it within a plate of atomically-collapsed

copper, and gave it into the turret of Mordel, who departed to deliver it to Divcom far below the

Earth, leaving behind the sheer, peace-like silence of the Pole, rolling.Mordel brought the

books, riffled them, took them back.Load by load, the surviving Library of Man passed beneath

Frost's scanner. Frost was eager to have them all, and he complained because Divcom would

not transmit their contents directly to him. Mordel explained that it was because Divcom chose

to do it that way. Frost decided it was so that he could not obtain a precise fix on Divcom's

location.Still, at the rate of one hundred to one hundred-fifty volumes a week, it took Frost only

a little over a century to exhaust Divcom's supply of books.At the end of the half-century, he

laid himself open to monitoring and there was no conclusion of failure.During this time, Solcom

made no comment upon the course of affairs. Frost decided this was not a matter of

unawareness, but one of waiting. For what? He was not certain.There was the day Mordel

closed his turret and said to him, "Those were the last. You have scanned all the existing books

of Man.""So few?" asked Frost. "Many of them contained bibliographies of books I have not yet

scanned.""Then those books no longer exist," said Mordel. "It is only by accident that my

master succeeded in preserving as many as there are.""Then there is nothing more to be

learned of Man from His books. What else have you?""There were some films and tapes," said

Mordel, "which my master transferred to solid-state record. I could bring you those for

viewing.""Bring them," said Frost.Mordel departed and returned with the Complete Drama

Critics' Living Library. This could not be speeded-up beyond twice natural time, so it took Frost

a little over six months to view it in its entirety.Then, "What else have you?" he asked."Some

artifacts," said Mordel."Bring them."He returned with pots and pans, gameboards and hand

tools. He brought hairbrushes, combs, eyeglasses, human clothing. He showed Frost facsimiles

of blueprints, paintings, newspapers, magazines, letters, and the scores of several pieces of

music. He displayed a football, a baseball, a Browning automatic rifle, a doorknob, a chain of

keys, the tops to several Mason jars, a model beehive. He played him recorded music.Then he

returned with nothing."Bring me more," said Frost."Alas, great Frost, there is no more," he told

him. "You have scanned it all.""Then go away.""Do you admit now that it cannot be done, that

you cannot be a Man?""No. I have much processing and formulating to do now. Go away."So

he did.A year passed; then two, then three.After five years, Mordel appeared once more upon

the horizon, approached, came to a halt before Frost's southern surface."Mighty

Frost?""Yes?""Have you finished processing and formulating?""No.""Will you finish

soon?""Perhaps. Perhaps not. When is 'soon'? Define the term.""Never mind. Do you still think

it can be done?""I still know I can do it."There was a week of silence.Then, "Frost?""Yes?""You

are a fool."Mordel faced his turret in the direction from which he had come. His wheels

turned."I will call you when I want you," said Frost.Mordel sped away.Weeks passed, months

passed, a year went by.Then one day Frost sent forth his message:"Mordel, come to me. I

need you."When Mordel arrived, Frost did not wait for a salutation. He said,"You are not a very

fast machine.""Alas, but I came a great distance, mighty Frost. I sped all the way. Are you ready

to come back with me now? Have you failed?""When I have failed, little Mordel," said Frost, "I

will tell you. Therefore, refrain from the constant use of the interrogative. Now then, I have

clocked your speed and it is not so great as it could be. For this reason, I have arranged other

means of transportation.""Transportation? To where, Frost?""That is for you to tell me," said

Frost, and his color changed from silverblue to sun-behind-the-clouds-yellow.Mordel rolled

back away from him as the ice of a hundred centuries began to melt. Then Frost rose upon a

cushion of air and drifted toward Mordel, his glow gradually fading.A cavity appeared within his



southern surface, from which he slowly extended a runway until it touched the ice."On the day

of our bargain," he stated, "you said that you could conduct me about the world and show me

the things which delighted Man. My speed will be greater than yours would be, so I have

prepared for you a chamber. Enter it, and conduct me to the places of which you spoke."Mordel

waited, emitting a high-pitched whine. Then, "Very well," he said, and entered.The chamber

closed about him. The only opening was a quartz window Frost had formed.Mordel gave him

coordinates and they rose into the air and departed the North Pole of the Earth."I monitored

your communication with Divcom," he said, "wherein there was conjecture as to whether I

would retain you and send forth a facsimile in your place as a spy, followed by the decision that

you were expendable.""Will you do this thing?""No, I will keep my end of the bargain if I must. I

have no reason to spy on Divcom.""You are aware that you would be forced to keep your end of

the bargain even if you did not wish to; and Solcom would not come to your assistance

because of the fact that you dared to make such a bargain.""Do you speak as one who

considers this to be a possibility, or as one who knows?""As one who knows."They came to

rest in the place once known as California. The time was near sunset. In the distance, the surf

struck steadily upon the rocky shoreline. Frost released Mordel and considered his

surroundings."Those large plants . . .?""Redwood trees.""And the green ones

are . . .?""Grass.""Yes, it is as I thought. Why have we come here?""Because it is a place which

once delighted Man.""In what ways?""It is scenic, beautiful. . . .""Oh."A humming sound began

within Frost, followed by a series of sharp clicks."What are you doing?"Frost dilated an

opening, and two great eyes regarded Mordel from within it."What are those?""Eyes," said

Frost. "I have constructed analogues of the human sensory equipment, so that I may see and

smell and taste and hear like a Man. Now, direct my attention to an object or objects of

beauty.""As I understand it, it is all around you here," said Mordel.The purring noise increased

within Frost, followed by more clickings."What do you see, hear, taste, smell?" asked

Mordel."Everything I did before," replied Frost, "but within a more limited range.""You do not

perceive any beauty?""Perhaps none remains after so long a time," said Frost."It is not

supposed to be the sort of thing which gets used up," said Mordel."Perhaps we have come to

the wrong place to test the new equipment. Perhaps there is only a little beauty and I am

overlooking it somehow. The first emotions may be too weak to detect.""How do you—feel?""I

test out at a normal level of function.""Here comes a sunset," said Mordel. "Try that."Frost

shifted his bulk so that his eyes faced the setting sun. He caused them to blink against the

brightness.After it was finished, Mordel asked, "What was it like?""Like a sunrise, in

reverse.""Nothing special?""No.""Oh," said Mordel. "We could move to another part of the Earth

and watch it again—or watch it in the rising.""No."Frost looked at the great trees. He looked at

the shadows. He listened to the wind and to the sound of a bird.In the distance, he heard a

steady clanking noise."What is that?" asked Mordel."I am not certain. It is not one of my

workers. Perhaps . . ."There came a shrill whine from Mordel."No, it is not one of Divcom's

either."They waited as the sound grew louder.Then Frost said, "It is too late. We must wait and

hear it out.""What is it?""It is the Ancient Ore-Crusher.""I have heard of it, but . . .""I am the

Crusher of Ores," it broadcast to them. "Hear my story. . . ."It lumbered toward them, creaking

upon gigantic wheels, its huge hammer held useless, high, at a twisted angle. Bones protruded

from its crush-compartment."I did not mean to do it," it broadcast, "I did not mean to do it. I did

not mean to . . ."Mordel rolled back toward Frost."Do not depart. Stay and hear my

story. . . ."Mordel stopped, swiveled his turret back toward the machine. It was now quite

near."It is true," said Mordel, "it can command.""Yes," said Frost. "I have monitored its tale

thousands of times, as it came upon my workers and they stopped their labors for its



broadcast. You must do whatever it says."It came to a halt before them."I did not mean to do it,

but I checked my hammer too late," said the Ore-Crusher.They could not speak to it. They were

frozen by the imperative which overrode all other directives: "Hear my story.""Once was I

mighty among ore-crushers," it told them, "built by Solcom to carry out the reconstruction of the

Earth, to pulverize that from which the metals would be drawn with flame, to be poured and

shaped into the rebuilding; once I was mighty. Then one day as I dug and crushed, dug and

crushed, because of the slowness between the motion implied and the motion executed, I did

what I did not mean to do, and was cast forth by Solcom from out the rebuilding, to wander the

Earth never to crush ore again. Hear my story of how, on a day long gone I came upon the last

Man on Earth as I dug near His burrow, and because of the lag between the directive and the

deed, I seized Him into my crush-compartment along with a load of ore and crushed Him with

my hammer before I could stay the blow. Then did mighty Solcom charge me to bear His bones

forever, and cast me forth to tell my story to all whom I came upon, my words bearing the force

of the words of a Man, because I carry the last Man inside my crush-compartment and am His

crushed-symbol-slayer-ancient-teller-of-how. This is my story. These are His bones. I crushed

the last Man on Earth. I did not mean to do it."It turned then and clanked away into the

night.Frost tore apart his ears and nose and taster and broke his eyes and cast them down

upon the ground."I am not yet a Man," he said. "That one would have known me if I were."Frost

constructed new sense equipment, employing organic and semiorganic conductors. Then he

spoke to Mordel:"Let us go elsewhere, that I may test my new equipment."Mordel entered the

chamber and gave new coordinates. They rose into the air and headed east. In the morning,

Frost monitored a sunrise from the rim of the Grand Canyon. They passed down through the

Canyon during the day."Is there any beauty left here to give you emotion?" asked Mordel."I do

not know," said Frost."How will you know it then, when you come upon it?""It will be different,"

said Frost, "from anything else that I have ever known."Then they departed the Grand Canyon

and made their way through the Carlsbad Caverns. They visited a lake which had once been a

volcano. They passed above Niagara Falls. They viewed the hills of Virginia and the orchards of

Ohio. They soared above the reconstructed cities, alive only with the movements of Frost's

builders and maintainers."Something is still lacking," said Frost, settling to the ground. "I am

now capable of gathering data in a manner analogous to Man's afferent impulses. The variety

of input is therefore equivalent, but the results are not the same.""The senses do not make a

Man," said Mordel. "There have been many creatures possessing His sensory equivalents, but

they were not Men.""I know that," said Frost. "On the day of our bargain you said that you could

conduct me among the wonders of Man which still remain, hidden. Man was not stimulated

only by Nature, but by His own artistic elaborations as well—perhaps even more so. Therefore,

I call upon you now to conduct me among the wonders of Man which still remain, hidden.""Very

well," said Mordel. "Far from here, high in the Andes mountains, lies the last retreat of Man,

almost perfectly preserved."Frost had risen into the air as Mordel spoke. He halted then,

hovered."That is in the southern hemisphere," he said."Yes, it is.""I am Controller of the North.

The South is governed by the Beta-Machine.""So?" asked Mordel."The Beta-Machine is my

peer. I have no authority in those regions, nor leave to enter there.""The Beta-Machine is not

your peer, mighty Frost. If it ever came to a contest of Powers, you would emerge

victorious.""How do you know this?""Divcom has already analyzed the possible encounters

which could take place between you.""I would not oppose the Beta-Machine, and I am not

authorized to enter the South.""Were you ever ordered not to enter the South?""No, but things

have always been the way they now are.""Were you authorized to enter into a bargain such as

the one you made with Divcom?""No, I was not. But—""Then enter the South in the same spirit.



Nothing may come of it. If you receive an order to depart, then you can make your decision.""I

see no flaw in your logic. Give me the coordinates."Thus did Frost enter the southern

hemisphere.They drifted high above the Andes, until they came to the place called Bright

Defile. Then did Frost see the gleaming webs of the mechanical spiders, blocking all the trails

to the city."We can go above them easily enough," said Mordel."But what are they?" asked

Frost. "And why are they there?""Your southern counterpart has been ordered to quarantine

this part of the country. The Beta-Machine designed the web-weavers to do this

thing.""Quarantine? Against whom?""Have you been ordered yet to depart?" asked

Mordel."No.""Then enter boldly, and seek not problems before they arise."Frost entered Bright

Defile, the last remaining city of dead Man.He came to rest in the city's square and opened his

chamber, releasing Mordel."Tell me of this place," he said, studying the monument, the low,

shielded buildings, the roads which followed the contours of the terrain, rather than pushing

their way through them."I have never been here before," said Mordel, "nor have any of

Divcom's creations, to my knowledge. I know but this: a group of Men, knowing that the last

days of civilization had come upon them, retreated to this place, hoping to preserve

themselves and what remained of their culture through the Dark Times."Frost read the still-

legible inscription upon the monument: "Judgment Day Is Not a Thing Which Can Be Put Off."

The monument itself consisted of a jag-edged half-globe."Let us explore," he said.But before

he had gone far, Frost received the message."Hail Frost, Controller of the North! This is the

Beta-Machine.""Greetings, Excellent Beta-Machine, Controller of the South! Frost

acknowledges your transmission.""Why do you visit my hemisphere unauthorized?""To view

the ruins of Bright Defile," said Frost."I must bid you depart into your own hemisphere.""Why is

that? I have done no damage.""I am aware of that, mighty Frost. Yet, I am moved to bid you

depart.""I shall require a reason.""Solcom has so disposed.""Solcom has rendered me no such

disposition.""Solcom has, however, instructed me to so inform you.""Wait on me. I shall request

instructions."Frost transmitted his question. He received no reply."Solcom still has not

commanded me, though I have solicited orders.""Yet Solcom has just renewed my

orders.""Excellent Beta-Machine, I receive my orders only from Solcom.""Yet this is my territory,

mighty Frost, and I, too, take orders only from Solcom. You must depart."Mordel emerged from

a large, low building and rolled up to Frost."I have found an art gallery, in good condition. This

way.""Wait," said Frost. "We are not wanted here."Mordel halted."Who bids you depart?""The

Beta-Machine.""Not Solcom?""Not Solcom.""Then let us view the gallery.""Yes."Frost widened

the doorway of the building and passed within. It had been hermetically sealed until Mordel

forced his entrance.Frost viewed the objects displayed about him. He activated his new

sensory apparatus before the paintings and statues. He analyzed colors, forms, brushwork, the

nature of the materials used."Anything?" asked Mordel."No," said Frost. "No, there is nothing

there but shapes and pigments. There is nothing else there."Frost moved about the gallery,

recording everything, analyzing the components of each piece, recording the dimensions, the

type of stone used in every statue.Then there came a sound, a rapid, clicking sound, repeated

over and over, growing louder, coming nearer."They are coming," said Mordel, from beside the

entrance-way, "the mechanical spiders. They are all around us."Frost moved back to the

widened opening.Hundreds of them, about half the size of Mordel, had surrounded the gallery

and were advancing; and more were coming from every direction."Get back," Frost ordered. "I

am Controller of the North, and I bid you withdraw."They continued to advance."This is the

South," said the Beta-Machine, "and I am in command.""Then command them to halt," said

Frost."I take orders only from Solcom."Frost emerged from the gallery and rose into the air. He

opened the compartment and extended a runway."Come to me, Mordel. We shall depart."Webs



began to fall: Clinging, metallic webs, cast from the top of the building.They came down upon

Frost, and the spiders came to anchor them. Frost blasted them with jets of air, like hammers,

and tore at the nets; he extruded sharpened appendages with which he slashed.Mordel had

retreated back to the entranceway. He emitted a long, shrill sound—undulant, piercing.Then a

darkness came upon Bright Defile, and all the spiders halted in their spinning.Frost freed

himself and Mordel rushed to join him.“Quickly now, let us depart, mighty Frost,” he said.“What

has happened?”Mordel entered the compartment.“I called upon Divcom, who laid down a field

of forces upon this place, cutting off the power broadcast to these machines. Since our power

is self-contained, we are not affected. But let us hurry to depart, for even now the Beta-

Machine must be struggling against this.”
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Walt Boyes, “Zelazny writes legends.... The writing in this short novel about the last days of

Lancelot Du Lac is brilliant. Spare, crisp, like diamonds, his words paint pictures of heroes and

heroines. This reminds me of Lord of Light and Creatures of LIght and Darkness. Go read this.”

Brandon Benson, “Literary phenomenon. Mr. Zelazny shows hist mastery of language, his

gripping power to wrap vibrant scenes around a reader, and transmit emotion through a careful

weaving of dialogue, all within a story that takes just minutes to read. His version of Launcelot

is completely believable, his grasp of eastern thinking and religion shown poignantly in 24

pictures of Mt. Fugitive. His diabolical Loki computer is comparable to Stephen King at his

best. His ability to transport the reader to a fantastic or futuristic landscape completely is the

mark of true genius. Without a doubt, one of the greatest authors of the 20th century. His

books should be required reading.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “A feast for those who love word play. Zelazny is an artist with words. The

visions he evokes with his stories are not easily forgotten. A treat to read.”

Anne M. Hunter, “Class SF stories by Zelazny. I like having science fiction stories to read when

I travel, and these are real classics. The description doesn't make it completely clear that

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eaoo/OPMw/rlybr/The-Last-Defender-of-Camelot-Roger-Zelazny


these are all Zelazny stories. They vary a lot in tone and style, but they're all good. I'd edit the

Mt Fuji one a lot, but I can see why it won big prizes. I wish I knew of SF authors writing now

with this much power and style.  The kindle version was fine, and great for traveling.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Brilliant, scintillating, tantalising. zelazny is best known for some

spectacular novels (Lord of light in particular) but his breadth of imagination superlative prose

make his collections of short stories a must read for any fan of speculative fiction”

Richard Alibon, “Missing Text. These stories are mainly about AI and mind transfer, in which

Zelazny seems to have a particular interest. The stories are excellent but the Kindle edition

gets only 4 stars from me because chunks of text are missing in several places, which is

especially disappointing because of the relatively high price of the Kindle edition.”

M. King, “Late to the party. I could never get into Zelasny in my younger years but, having

recently enjoyed "A night in Lonesome October" I was enthused to look for more.Well this is a

bunch of stories that are poetic, imaginative, timeless, and full of human warmth.What a great

writer he was.”

Cvetik718, “Five Stars. Love Zelazny”

The book by Roger Zelazny has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 99 people have provided feedback.
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